Master Supply List

*Note You can make these stations as elaborate OR as simple as you want. The list below and the pdf files to create these stations are for you to use however you choose. If you choose not to include something that is decorative that is your choice. We do recommend that you keep the script and station supplies as printed the same so as not to lose the meaning intended for this experience.

Supplies Needed:

**8 Street Signs**
- These signs can be printed from the pdf files in the Street Sign Folder. You can cut print, cut and paste the paper together and paste on Foam board to create sturdy signs. You would need to create/make or find a pole to tape or hang them on.
- For simple signs print just retype the names on paper and hang on a wall in the location of the station.

  ✓ Road to Shalom (usually placed outside the room with the stations on an arrow foam board or Paper)
  ✓ 1) “Go in Peace”
  ✓ 2) “Promise Alley”
  ✓ 3) “Justice Way”
  ✓ 4) “Exile Place”
  ✓ 5) “Proclamation Mountain”
  ✓ 6) “Wholeness Path”
  ✓ 7) “Blessing Highway”

- 8 Poles for hanging/taping the signs unless you tape to the walls or hang with wire from ceiling.

**4 6-8’ Tables**

- **Foam Board** to cover two tables
- **Laptop or boombox** to play music
- **CD** with songs of your choosing

**1 large world map** You can purchase on line or at a School Specialty store

**Laminated Pictures of our local world** The “Go in Peace Folder” will have 30 Pictures for you to use. Choose enough for the number of Pilgrims taking the Journey. If you need more than 30 you can make others. These pictures will be used at 2 Stations (The Gathering/Welcoming Spot and Station 6 Wholeness Path and are found in the Gathering Welcoming Spot folder.) They are 8.5” wide x 5.5” long. They can be placed on the Foam Board on the Gathering/Welcoming Spot table or placed on individual foam boards with a 1” border around the pictures for pining the slips of paper. At Station 6 the pictures do not need a Foam Border or to placed on Foam board. If you want, you can cut each picture to size.

**4 Baskets** Or containers to hold small supplies

**Short Push Pins**

**Strips of Paper** (1” wide x 4” long)

**Passports** These can be printed from the Setup Folder

**Pens** or Washable Markers for the number of Pilgrims taking the Journey
3 Acrylic Signs to hold bullet direction signs that can be printed from the Set-up Folder

Laminated feet – many!!! These are used to place on the floor as a path from station to station. The feet can be found in the Set-up folder and can be printed, laminated, cut and taped to the floor.

2 Different Label Sheets These sheets can be used if you are not using a stamp/pad or pen to write the message

- 1 Label Sheet printed with “Blessed for the Journey” (The Pilgrims would place a label in their Passports when they begin their journey) This can be found in the Gathering Welcome Sport Folder
- 1 Label Sheet printed with “Go in Peace, Serve the Lord” One of the Leaders or the Pilgrims would place this label in the passport at the end of the Journey. This can be found in Station 7 Blessing Highway folder.

Small Table for placement of Baptismal Bowl

Draping or Cloth for small table

30 Polarity Sign Sets (color coded per set by printing each set on different colored paper) These signs plus a couple of extra ones can be found in the Station 4 Exile Place Folder. The sets are printed together on 11” x 8.5” paper. You will need to cut in half to make the 2 signs. You will print these twice so they can be viewed from the front and back (you will need to tape together with the popsicle stick in between)

- 1) Popular / Unpopular
- 2) US Citizen / Immigrant
- 3) Gay / Straight
- 4) Democrat / Republican
- 5) Athletic / Non-Athletic
- 6) Religious Affiliation / Non-Believer
- 7) Tech Nerd/Non-Techie
- 8) Vegetarian/Meat Lover
- 9) In Shape/Out of Shape
- 10) Mac User/Microsoft Lover
- 11) Saver/Big Spender
- 12) College Bound/Work Force Bound
- 13) Pro War/Anti War
- 14) Christian Radio Listener/Pop Radio Rules
- 15) Rural Life Rules/Cities are Cool

60 Popsicle Sticks Tape the polarity signs on the Popsicle Sticks so Pilgrims hold the signs up by the stick. You can just make signs without sticks too.

30 Laminated Nobel Peace Prize Pictures These pictures are found in the Station 5 Proclamation Mtn Folder. These Pictures are from 1981 – 2011. If you have 20 Pilgrims taking the Journey you will need to go online to print the picture of the current Nobel Winner and then you can print the 20 pictures from this file going back 20 years from the year you are in.

White Newsprint for 2 6’ – 8’ tables

Large Plastic Bowls for Baptismal Bowl filled with small stones

1 Pitcher for Pouring Water into Baptismal Bowl

Small Stones They can be marked with the cross or plain stones/pebbles. You need enough for the number of Pilgrims taking the Journey
**Laminate 12” x 12” Letters** for PEACE & JUSTICE
These letters can be found in the Station 3 Justice Way folder. When making Remember to print 3 “E’s” and only ONE ‘C’

**4 Signs** These signs are for Station 2 Promise Alley and can be found in that folder as pdf’s. They are made on 14” x 8.5 paper. If you do on smaller size paper you will need to cut and paste together or retype on paper size of your choice.
- STEADFAST LOVE
- FAITHFULNESS
- RIGHTEOUSNESS
- PEACE

**Laminated Justice Way Prayer**
This prayer can be printed from the Station 3 Justice Way Folder

**Shalom Song Sign** You will need 2 of these songs for use at Station 5 Proclamation Mountain and again at Station 6 Wholeness Path. This can be printed from the appropriate Station folders as stated above.